
Innovation makes the difference



The CROSSOVER™ is an innovative tent concept that sets new standards  
in futuristic design. The CROSSOVER™ can be used OUTDOORS as a temporary,  

semi permanent or permanent canopy or INDOORS as exhibition stand. 

TM

An innovative tent structure

(semi) Permanent canopy
for terrace, garden and beach

Excellent communicator!
product presentation and brand activation

 Perfect for events and rental
private, sport, business events

Indoor eyecatcher
innovative tradeshow stand, or shop in shop canopy



CROSSOVER™ Medium
Height Width Depth Walk-in height
4 m. 6 m. 6 m. 2,2 m.

CROSSOVER™ Large
Height Width Depth Walk-in height
5 m. 8 m. 8 m. 2,5 m.

Notice the unique advantages
TM

38 m2

68 m2



The CROSSOVER™ is a futuristic, innovative tent concept that sets new standards  
with regard to construction simplicity and transport volume.  

Can be used on hard- and soft surfaces or in the snow.

TM

An innovative tent structure

Quick to rig - < 75 minutes, 2 persons

Small to store and transport

Fully modular 

Various side wall options

Canopy & walls are fully printable in very hi-resolution

Storm proof & TÜV certified

A range of accessories and options

Roof structure can support lights,  
screens and audio up to 400 kgs



HEXADOME™
Heigth Height opening
534 cm. 216 cm.

Create your village by extending with
Crossover M or another Hexadome

TM
 The revolution

100 m2





Makes the difference
TM

Rig in 5 to 10 minutes by 2 persons

LOUNGER™ Medium
Width Length Heigth Height opening
414 cm. 414 cm. 337 cm. 243 cm.

LOUNGER™ Large
Width Length Heigth Height opening
518 cm. 518 cm. 360 cm. 243 cm.

26 m2

17 m2
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